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Abstract—Public-cloud providers do not disclose quantitative information about the performance of their inter-datacenter networks in spite of their importance and of the growing interest they are attracting. In this paper we propose an analysis of the inter-datacenter network of the two leading providers—Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure—only leveraging active monitoring approaches and thus not relying on information restricted to providers.

Our results show that Azure inter-datacenter infrastructure performs better than Amazon's in terms of throughput (+52%, on average). On the other hand, the performance of the two providers is comparable in terms of latency, with the exception of isolated cases. Counterintuitively, lower performance may be even related to higher costs for the customer. Network management policies that may severely impact both the performance perceived by the customers and the results of the measurement activities have been observed and characterized. Finally, a comparison with previous works shows that TCP throughput has not improved recently.

I. INTRODUCTION

Companies more and more leverage cloud solutions to supply services across the Internet and a growing number of applications is now delivered through cloud-based infrastructures. Accordingly, top players have made huge investments in networks of datacenters that host on-line services and cloud platforms to cope with this increasing demand. Networking costs amount to around 15% of a datacenter’s total worth and are roughly equal to power expenses [12], with wide-area transit bandwidth that costs more than building and maintaining datacenter internal networks. The expensive investments in this regard are justified by traffic trends recently estimated [7]: traffic between datacenters is expected to grow faster than either traffic to end-users or traffic within datacenters, with a 23-percent compound annual growing rate from 2013 to 2018. The rapid growth of this traffic is due to the proliferation of cloud services, the need to shuttle data between clouds, and the increasing volume of data that needs to be replicated across datacenters. The effects of this interesting trend can also be spotted in the scientific literature with novel solutions that leverage the high network performance offered by public-cloud inter-datacenter WANs [8], [9], [24]. This recent literature further extends the range of typical usages of public-cloud inter-datacenter networks, that include transfer of bulk-data or on-line contents (e.g., from and to storage buckets).

While the complexity of these wide-area inter-datacenter network infrastructures interconnecting geographically distributed datacenters is completely transparent to cloud customers, the performance achievable by final consumers is deeply affected by it and customers could significantly benefit from details about the Quality of the Service (QoS) offered or guaranteed [4]. Unfortunately, cloud providers often provide no more than qualitative information about the performance a customer should expect from the cloud network or its design, mainly due to security and commercial reasons [5], [17], [21]. In particular, very little information is available about the performance figures offered by public-cloud networks connecting datacenters placed in different geographic regions: the information provided by public-cloud monitoring services [1] currently does not include inter-datacenter performance, while, to the best of our knowledge, the scientific community did not focus on the problem yet, and the poor preliminary results cannot be considered exhaustive.

To fill this gap, we have experimentally evaluated the performance of the inter-datacenter network of the two leading cloud providers: Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure (hereafter simply referred to as Amazon and Azure) [15]. We did not rely on providers’ support, adopting the point of view of a generic cloud customer, i.e. all our experimentations are based on non-cooperative methodologies [20]. In details, we have collected performance data about network paths interconnecting public-cloud datacenters, leveraging active monitoring approaches for more than 300 hours, taking into account a set of geographic regions hosting datacenters for both the providers. Our work depicts a clear picture of the inter-datacenter network performance in terms of throughput and latency for the two leading public-cloud providers mentioned above, also considering the impact of several configuration factors under customer control, such as the geographical region in which the datacenter is placed or the communication protocol adopted. In addition, we provide insights into the communication infrastructure leveraged by cloud providers, showing the existence of phenomena generated by their management strategies, which may impact both the performance experienced by customers and the results of research works investigating these networks. Compared with previous works, our results highlight the changes in terms of performance figures and analyze the trend that these infrastructures have been subjected to in the last years.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II positions the paper according to the related literature; Sec. III details the methodology adopted for the analysis and the collected dataset; Sec. IV shows the most interesting results of our work;
Sec. V ends the paper with the concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

Most of the works in the literature aimed at providing a broad characterization of the performance of public clouds, thus not directly focusing on network performance. Some of them evaluated intra-datacenter network performance—i.e. the performance of the network interconnecting cloud resources deployed within the same geographical site—with different purposes [21], [14], [13], [22], [23], [18], [19].

A very limited number of works took into account the performance of inter-datacenter networks. Chen et al. [6] performed a passive analysis on Yahoo! network flow dataset and focused on the interplay of multiple datacenters. They found that the throughput across datacenters is much smaller than the one within the datacenter (both Amazon and Azure showed median values larger than 200 Mbps and a higher variability with respect to the intra-datacenter performance). Feng et al. [9], [8] performed an experimental evaluation of Amazon network paths interconnecting seven different datacenters to support their study on a set of algorithms and protocols to minimize operational costs of inter-datacenter video traffic. They monitored network performance for only 3 minutes and revealed very different throughput values, ranging from 9.6 Mbps up to 545.1 Mbps. Values of end-to-end latency measured were lower than 587.3 ms for the 90% of the paths, while the average was about 349.1 ms [9]. Finally, Garcia-Dorado and Rao [11] conducted experimentations on both Amazon and Azure measuring TCP bandwidth and latency performing 2-minute-long measurements during one day in order to evaluate their overlay-network approach. They found low variation of throughput values, especially in paths exposing better performance.

Our study significantly differs from the others in recent literature dealing with the performance of the inter-datacenter networks. In spite of the analysis presented in [6], this work provides a more neutral point of view, not relying on provider-restricted information and being completely based on active measurements performed from the cloud customer angle. Differently from the analysis in [16], our work explicitly focuses on the performance of inter-datacenter networks, deepening the aspects strictly related to the measurement process. Thanks to this, we investigate also the interesting traffic engineering practices and their impact on both the measurement process and the QoS perceived by cloud customers. Finally, with respect to the measurement data presented in [8], [9], and [11], our work is more systematic, details a repeatable methodology, compares the performance of multiple providers, and takes into account the specific traffic management strategies they enforce.

III. METHODOLOGY AND DATASET

In this section, we first detail the reference architecture, the factors potentially impacting network performance, the settings, and the tools we have adopted, in order to unambiguously identify the scenarios considered. We then describe the dataset collected.

A. Methodology

In accordance with recent studies [15], a few global providers dominate the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) market among a larger number of offers. In this work we take into account the IaaS offers of the two major providers: EC2 for Amazon [2] and virtual machines for Azure [3]. The former is the clear market leader while the latter is the only clear challenger.

More specifically, our work aims at measuring the network performance of paths interconnecting virtual machines (or simply VMs) deployed in public-cloud datacenters geographically distributed. Looking at the reference architecture in Fig. 1, traffic directed from one side to the other of the communication traverses different, distinct layers. In particular, traffic generated by a VM normally traverses (i) the intra-datacenter, high-performance network at sender side. Then, it enters and traverses (ii) the inter-datacenter WAN, and it finally passes through (iii) the intra-datacenter network at receiver side, before being delivered to the receiver VM. Note that the internals of both intra- and inter-datacenter networks are out of our knowledge, as we adopt the point of view of the general customer. In fact, our approach is aimed at measuring the performance experimented by real customers’ traffic.

In our work, the inter-datacenter WAN is assumed to be the bottleneck of the communication due to practical, technological, and physical limitations. Our results have therefore to be intended as related to these networks, if not stated otherwise. For both providers we took into consideration extra-large VMs. This is to avoid the limitations possibly imposed by the intra-datacenter network observed adopting smaller VM-sizes [18], [19]. This choice is also supported by preliminary experimentations conducted—not reported here—that have shown that
VM-size has a negligible impact in this context, differently from what found for intra-datacenter performance. Note that both providers provide details regarding RAM, CPU, and storage. However, much less or none information is reported about the network performance: Amazon only provides a qualitative description of the expected performance, whereas Azure provides no information.

We have picked a region per continent in order to ensure geographical diversity to our dataset. Specifically, we have identified the following regions hosting datacenters for both providers: Ireland (EU in the following), North Virginia (US), Sao Paulo (SA), and Singapore (AP). We have investigated the network performance of all the paths interconnecting these regions\(^1\). After selecting a region, Amazon customers can further choose an availability zone (i.e. which specific, independent, and isolated location inside the chosen region). In our study we have also taken the impact of the availability zones into account.

VMs have been instrumented with Ubuntu 14.04 operating system and the tools needed for measuring the network performance. We have used the network measurement tool named nuttcp [10] to inject synthetic traffic into the network as already done in previous works [18], [19]. Using nuttcp we have been able to measure the raw UDP and TCP throughput and latency.

**B. Experimental Dataset**

This analysis is based on data collected between March and November 2015. The collecting process required more than 300 hours of traffic generation. We considered the 12 combinations of the four regions selected for each provider and repeated 5-minute-long experiments in the same conditions, equally spaced in 24-hour intervals.

Our experimentation has been subjected to providers’ fees, and according to their terms of service, inter-datacenter traffic is subjected to volume-based charging. Therefore the number of experimental runs was limited by budget constraints (especially for UDP because of the high volumes of traffic transferred). We publicly release the entire dataset, to foster further analyses and replication, and to support longitudinal studies\(^2\).

**IV. INTER-DATACENTER NETWORK PERFORMANCE**

In this section we discuss the most interesting results of our analysis. Firstly, we provide an assessment of the performance of the network interconnecting geographically distributed cloud sites in terms of throughput and latency. Secondly, we deepen the analysis for interesting cases, providing insights into the communication infrastructures used by the providers for inter-datacenter communications.

\(^1\)Hereafter, we will adopt the notation \(A \rightarrow B\) to refer to the path from region A to region B. \(A \rightarrow B\) will be used to refer to both directions.

\(^2\)http://traffic.comics.unina.it/cloud

![Fig. 2: TCP throughput distribution across different regions. Each sample represents the mean of a 5-minute-long experiment. Azure performs better on average (+52%).](image1)

![Fig. 3: TCP throughput breakdown on different region pairs (mean and standard deviation) for different providers.](image2)

**A. Network throughput**

Our analysis reveals that Azure inter-datacenter network performs better than Amazon’s in terms of throughput. Fig. 2 reports an overall picture of the throughput for both providers in all the experiments. Each sample in the plot represents the mean of a 5-minute-long TCP experiment. It is worth noting that even values far from the global average of Fig. 2 well represent the samples collected during that particular 5-minute measurement. In fact, the coefficient of variation\(^3\) (CoV) within each experiment is very low: the 95th percentile of its distribution along all the experiments is about 0.2. Azure achieves TCP throughput values 52% larger than Amazon (77.8 Mbps vs. 118.2 Mbps, on average). A slightly larger proportion (+65%) is obtained when considering the maximum value (284.5 Mbps vs. 171.6 Mbps). The inter-quartile range is smaller for Amazon, but throughput values as small as 1 Mbps have also been observed for this provider. Conversely, the throughput values for Azure are never smaller than 13 Mbps. Only 25% of samples collected for Amazon expose values larger than 99 Mbps, while 95% of samples

\(^3\)CoV\((X) = \frac{\sigma}{\mu}\), where \(X\) is a set of experimental samples, \(\sigma\) is its standard deviation, and \(\mu\) is its mean value.
collected on Azure’s infrastructure have values larger than 57 Mbps. Fig. 3 provides a breakdown of the performance obtained with TCP. Mean and standard deviation across different regions are reported for the two providers. A significant difference of performance can be observed across different regions (up to about 80% in the worst case). Considering the ranking of the region pairs based on their related average throughput we obtain the same order for the two providers, with the only exception of US→AP pair which performs better than EU→AP pair for Azure. The variability within a region pair is normally very low, although some Azure region pairs show a larger standard deviation value (e.g., SA→US, US→SA, and SA→EU). Our results show that worst performance is typically related to two regions: AP and SA. On top of this, data transfer from AP and SA is subjected to higher costs with respect to EU and US regions. In fact, the increase of data-transfer expenses related to AP and SA amount to 8× and 4.5× for Amazon, and up to 3.2× and 2.3× for Azure, respectively. These two regions thus represent unfavorable choices for cloud customers. Performance figures appear to be roughly symmetric in the majority of the cases. However, we also encountered severe degradations involving only one direction of the communication. Fig. 4 reports an example for these interesting cases. As shown, intermittent but heavy performance degradations have been observed, with throughput values settling down to less than 10 Mbps.

The performance assessment presented above carries advantageous information to customers willing to draw upon public clouds to deploy their distributed architectures. In the following we provide a discussion of the obtained results comparing also with existing literature. Our analysis quantified the network performance discrepancy existing among regions and allows customers to wisely select among them. Also, comparing the two providers we found that Azure performs better on average, while asking higher costs for the VMs and for the data transfer. Due to this trade-off, the choice of the provider can be tailored according to the regions of interest and should also be driven by the specific characteristics of the application. Moreover, performance symmetry may also be taken into account, in order to properly place nodes in the different regions, also according to the specific application the inter-datacenter network is leveraged for and to the different roles of the counterparts involved in a communication.

In general, we observed TCP throughput values smaller than those reported in previous works. Authors of [16] reported TCP (median) throughput values larger than 200 Mbps for both Amazon and Azure. Unfortunately, their results are hard to interpret (and compare with) because no information is disclosed about experimental conditions. Moreover, the experimentation in [16] is restricted to pairs of datacenters placed in the same continent (US). Several interpretations are therefore possible for this discrepancy. For example, the different performance figures may be explained by the fact that experimentations in [16] involved datacenters separated by a smaller distance and hence backed by infrastructures implementing technologies having different performance. Another possible cause is related to the presence of less competing traffic across the inter-datacenter networks at the time when experimentations conducted in [16] were performed, i.e. around 5 years before ours [7]. Interestingly, the performance reduction observed after these 5 years is larger for Amazon than for Azure. It could be further justified by the impact of the larger number of customers Amazon has on TCP congestion-control dynamics. Finally, authors of [16] also found throughput variability markedly higher than the one we saw. This conclusion holds although the analysis in [16] refers to data collected over a more limited observation period (one single day) and is related to measurements between two datacenters both placed in the US. The reduced variability is in line with the increase of the competing traffic already hypothesized above.

UDP throughput values proved to be significantly larger than TCP ones, for all the source-destination pairs considered. We have also seen cases in which UDP inter-datacenter throughput durably reaches the intra-datacenter performance figures reported in [18] and [19]. In this case, therefore, the bottleneck is not the WAN but rather the limits imposed by
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Fig. 4: An example of performance asymmetry for different directions (SA→EU Azure).

Fig. 5: TCP and UDP inter-datacenter average throughput for US→EU (whiskers report maximum and minimum). UDP is able to reach better end-to-end performance, giving evidence of path capacities as large as more than 800 Mbps.
providers at source side [18], [19].

In detail, Fig. 5 compares UDP and TCP average throughput obtained between the pair of regions with the best performance for both providers: US and EU. UDP throughput reaches much larger values, with maximum values compatible with intra-datacenter limitations imposed by providers at source side [18], [19]. These results suggest that the worse TCP performance is determined by network congestion across datacenters. On the other hand, the better performance of UDP gives evidence of the network capacity of the inter-datacenter paths. We can find further justifications for this empirical result considering the impact of the higher number of customers Amazon has on TCP congestion control dynamics. Network congestion represents the main bottleneck when relying on TCP, although VMs are allowed to inject traffic into the inter-datacenter network at a very high rate and the inter-datacenter network is able to deliver traffic at such high speed. This result is generalizable across different regions, even if actual UDP throughput values change from case to case.

B. Network latency

Experimental data shows that latency and throughput are in general not highly correlated. While high throughput generally implies lower latency, low throughput does not necessarily imply high latency. Therefore observed throughput degradations (reported above) are not associated to latency increase.

As expected, latency values appear to be symmetric, in spite of non-negligible differences across different regions. The region with the smallest average latency towards the others is US, whereas AP exposes way larger values.

The mean latency values between homologous regions for Amazon and Azure are compared in Fig. 6. The Average latency is equal to 193.94 ms and 214.61 ms for Amazon and Azure, respectively. While experimented RTT is similar across providers for five out of six region pairs, EU ↔ AP shows a markedly higher latency for Azure (201 ms vs. 315 ms). The latency measured for EU ↔ AP for Azure is almost equal to the sum of the latencies measured for EU ↔ US and US ↔ AP. This result suggests that Azure traffic management policies may route traffic from EU to AP through US, thus inflating the length of the path and the perceived latency.

Limited latency variability has been observed for both providers. Fig. 7 shows the complementary cumulative distribution of the CoV of the RTT for different experiments. For both providers we observed CoV values higher than 0.05 for less than 15% of the 5-minute-long experiments. Interestingly, the worst-performing region pair in terms of latency (i.e. SA ↔ AP) has the stablist performance over time.

C. Impact of the availability zone

In our study we have also taken into account the impact of selecting different availability zones (AZs) inside a region, i.e. we investigated how performance varies when choosing one of the isolated locations made available inside a region by Amazon. The main outcome of this analysis is that the AZ does not clearly impact the achievable throughput. In general, the coefficient of variation of the root mean square error (CVRMSE), which gives indication about the difference of throughput performance perceived along paths between different AZs, has been lower than 0.2 for 90% of the samples.

In a limited number of cases however, severe performance degradations lasting for several hours have been identified, where throughput dropped down to values smaller than 5 Mbps. An example for AP ↔ EU is reported in Fig. 8a. Pairs of homologous samples report different throughput values for different AZs. However, in the period between 14:00 and 20:00 all the tested logical paths connecting disjoint AZ sets (namely aa and bb) show a severe degradation of performance. This example shows how AZs although guaranteeing site isolation, revealed to be not completely independent from the network point of view. We have observed a few cases similar to the one described. On the other hand, we have also observed cases in which the degradation involves only one AZ pair and not

\[ CV_{RMSE}(X, Y) = \sqrt{\frac{\text{RMSE}(X,Y)}{\text{RMSE}(X,Y,\text{avg})}} \]

where X and Y are the empirical distributions of the throughput values collected considering two distinct pairs of availability zones.
Interestingly, in more than 75% of the cases, the high-to-low transition may happen at differing points in time for different experiments, different average values have been observed, which generate the larger variability range in Fig. 5. The distribution of the transition time is shown in Fig. 9b. Interestingly, in more than 75% of the cases, the transition happens at around 100 s, thus exposing a certain deterministic behavior.

This empirical result gives evidence of mechanisms that restrict the maximum capacity available to a customer possibly based on the traffic volume previously generated. The volume of the transferred traffic before the transition ranges from 8,000 to 10,000 MB for about 75% of the cases. No variation of the actual traffic injected in the network by the sender VMs has been identified for the cases discussed above. Therefore, the differing performance levels identified are not caused by the traffic generation capabilities of the VMs. Accordingly, lower throughput values are reflected by a proportionally higher packet loss. This further suggests that the observed phenomenon is the consequence of traffic management policies enforced by providers along the paths that interconnect one region to the other. It is worth noting that this phenomenon may impact both the results of the measurement process and the user experience: (i) measurements shorter than 100 s can not spot the throughput transition; (ii) longer measurements could lead to misinterpret performance variability if not associated to a deeper analysis; (iii) the dramatic throughput drop observed (more than −50% in the example proposed) heavily

---

The distribution of the transition time is shown in Fig. 9b. Interestingly, in more than 75% of the cases, the transition happens at around 100 s, thus exposing a certain deterministic behavior.

This empirical result gives evidence of mechanisms that restrict the maximum capacity available to a customer possibly based on the traffic volume previously generated. The volume of the transferred traffic before the transition ranges from 8,000 to 10,000 MB for about 75% of the cases. No variation of the actual traffic injected in the network by the sender VMs has been identified for the cases discussed above. Therefore, the differing performance levels identified are not caused by the traffic generation capabilities of the VMs. Accordingly, lower throughput values are reflected by a proportionally higher packet loss. This further suggests that the observed phenomenon is the consequence of traffic management policies enforced by providers along the paths that interconnect one region to the other. It is worth noting that this phenomenon may impact both the results of the measurement process and the user experience: (i) measurements shorter than 100 s can not spot the throughput transition; (ii) longer measurements could lead to misinterpret performance variability if not associated to a deeper analysis; (iii) the dramatic throughput drop observed (more than −50% in the example proposed) heavily
impacts the perceived QoS, causing non-negligible troubles to customers.

V. CONCLUSION

Cloud inter-datacenter network performance is gaining more and more interest. In this paper we provided an assessment of these networks for the two leading providers (Amazon and Azure) in terms of throughput and latency, deepening the impact of both specific choices made by the customers and management policies implemented by providers.

We found that Azure performs better in terms of maximum achievable throughput (+52%, on average), possibly because of the smaller number of users and consequently the more limited cross traffic. Counterintuitively, regions with worse performance are associated to higher costs for customers. Network latency is comparable for the two providers when considering homologous regions, with the remarkable exception of the path interconnecting AP to EU exposing higher latency for Azure. Finally, the traffic management policies are also enforced by providers. We have studied and characterized them and observed how they can heavily impact both the QoS experienced by cloud customers and the results of the measurement results.
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